Abstract: Multiphase flow in basaltic volcanic conduits is investigated using analog experiments and theoretical approaches. Depending on gas supply, large gas bubbles (gas slugs) may rise through basaltic magma in regimes of distinct fluid-dynamical behavior: ascent of single slugs, supplied slugs fed from the gas source during ascent, and periodic slug flow. An annular flow regime commences at the highest gas supply rates. A first set of experiments demonstrates that the growth of gas slugs due to hydrostatic decompression does not affect their ascent velocity and that excess pressure in the slugs remain negligible. The applicability of theoretical formulae describing slug ascent velocity as a function of liquid and conduit properties is evaluated in a second set of experiments. A third set of experiments with continuous gas supply into a cylindrical conduit are scaled to basaltic conditions over Morton, Eotv6s, Reynolds, and Froude numbers. Gas flow rate and liquid viscosity are varied over the whole range of flow regimes to observe flow dynamics and to measure gas and liquid eruption rates. Foam generation by slug bursting at the surface and partial slug disruption by wake turbulence can modify the bubble content and size distribution of the magma. At the transition from slug to annular flow, when the liquid bridges between the gas slugs disappear, pressure at the conduit entrance drops by -60% from the hydrostatic value to the dynamic -flow resistance of the annular flow, which may trigger further degassing in a stored magma to maintain the annular flow regime until the gas supply is exhausted and the eruption ends abruptly. Magma discharge may also terminate when magma ascent is hindered by wall friction in long volcanic conduits and the annular gas flow erodes all magma from the conduit. Supplied slugs are found to reach much higher rise velocities than unsupplied slugs and to collapse to turbulent annular flow upon bursting at the surface. A fourth set of experiments uses a conduit partially blocked by built-in obstacles providing traps for gas pockets. Once gas pockets are filled, rising gas slugs deform but remain intact as they move around obstacles without coalescence or significant velocity changes. Bursting of bubbles coalescing with trapped gas pockets causes pressure signals at least 3 orders of magnitude more powerful than gas pocket oscillation induced by passing liquid. Our experiments suggest a refined classification of Strombolian and Hawaiian eruptions according to time-dependant behavior into sporadically pulsating lava fountains (driven by stochastic rise of single slugs), periodically pulsating lava fountains (resulting from slug flow), and quasi-steady lava fountains (oscillating at the frequency of annular-flow turbulence).
These regimes of separated two-phase conduit flow involve distinct formation conditions and ascent dynamics, which differ from the theory of Vergniolle and Jaupart [1990] . We use four different experimental simulations complemented by theoretical considerations to investigate the role of these different two-phase flow regimes in basaltic eruptions. 
Ascent of Single Gas Slugs
The variation of slug velocity with magma viscosity after equation (7) is also shown in Figure 2 . Application of (7) is limited to for the surface tension, and to ND > 60 for the viscosity.
Slug Expansion
Equations (5)-(7) having been derived for engineering applications, assume constant slug length during ascent through an infinite conduit. In long volcanic conduits, however, rising gas slugs will increase in length, Lsi, due to decompression of the gas. Gas density p g decreases with depth z as hydrostatic pressure diminishes and is given by pg (z) = pgz + Pa (8) RT ' neglecting excess pressure effects, where p is magma density, R is gas constant, T is temperature, Pa is atmospheric pressure. d2Lsl/dZ2 = 10 -5, so that we obtain the terms in (11) as Psi(z) = 125,500+956+375+0.5 Pa where the first (hydrostatic) term exceeds the other terms by more than 2 magnitudes. This example calculation is conservative since increasing z will decrease dL/dz and d2L/dz 2 but increase the hydrostatic pressure term. Thus, slug-length increase will follow the hydrostatic decompression during ascent without development of significant overpressure in the bubble.
Decompression Experiments
Our first set of experiments was designed to investigate the effect of decompressional length growth on slug ascent velocity. We measured length and velocity from video recordings following the ascent of gas slugs along a 4-m long vertical perspex tube of 14 mm diameter (Figure 4) . A fixedvolume steel tube filled with gas at a controlled pressure allowed injection of a pre-defined mass of gas into the perspex tube, which was filled with one of the following four liquids:
1. Pure water p = 1 mPa s' p = 1000 kgm -3; Mo = 2.8x10 -ll' Eo = 27.5 Figure 3 shows that the length of gas slugs rising through a volcanic conduit can increase by more than an order of magnitude from expansion alone and will further increase if volatiles such as H20 continue to exsolve during approach to the surface. Gas slug pressure Psi is the sum of hydrostatic pressure and excess pressure terms due to inertial, viscous, and surface tension resistance to slug expansion [Sparks, 
Supplied Slugs
We define a supplied slug as a large gas bubble that remains connected to, and fed from, its source gas reservoir during passage through the conduit. No backflow occurs and the ascent velocity is controlled by the rate of gas influx so that we would expect it to be higher than the ascent velocity of unsupplied slugs (equations (4) and (7) nozzles at the base of the conduit to establish two phase flow over the whole length of the conduit. Liquid exhausted from the top of the tube was sampled in a container divided into concentric ring-segments, which allowed us to determine radial liquid mass distribution from experimental eruptions. In most experiments, however, erupted liquid was allowed to flow back into the large reservoir in order to maintain steady-state conditions. Bubbly flow, slug flow, and annular flow could be produced in the conduit without significant changes in liquid level and hydrostatic pressure. Flow behavior, bubble sizes, and velocities were determined from video recordings. Liquid viscosity was varied logarithmically from l to 1200 mPa s by dissolving cellulose ester in water. Basal pressure in the conduit was measured 100 mm above the gas injection level. Gas volume flow was measured before the injection and could be converted into mass flow using measured temperature and pressure data. An inductive, viscosity-independent liquid mass flow meter was placed between reservoir and conduit. In these experiments the gas-inlet valve was opened slowly (low dMg/dt) to avoid formation of supplied slugs. For constant liquid density and pipe geometry, k increases with viscosity and is indirectly proportional to the mass flow.
Hence, an asymptote forms as M l tends to zero so that 
Experimental results. A steady gas supply
injected into a liquid column may break up into an unsteady, pulsating flow in the conduit depending on the gas flow rate [Wallis, 1969] . With increasing gas supply we observed gradual changes in flow regime in our experiments, from bubbly flow through slug flow to annular flow for higher viscosities. The transitions in flow regime shifted to lower gas supply rates at higher liquid viscosities. In the slug flow regime the length of each bubble increased with the rate of gas supply but decreased with increasing liquid viscosity.
Quantitative results varied with the way gas was introduced into the conduit and with the duration of the experiments. A first series of experiments used the partially blocked conduit filled with liquid of 850 mPa s viscosity connected to a large liquid reservoir. Gas injection began in the slug flow regime and was then driven into the annular flow regime. Gas pockets formed below the obstacles in the conduit, but when these were filled, the core flow of liquid and gas slugs moved around the obstacles (Figure 13 ). Gas slugs then deformed but remained intact during passage through the conduit, and no significant deviations in slug ascent velocity compared to a smooth conduit could be observed.
In a second set of experiments, gas was initially injected into the conduit wall pockets. Gas-free liquid was then pumped through the conduit, and the signals of two pressure transducers placed inside the gas pockets were recorded at a sampling rate of 11,025 Hz to detect the resonance frequencies. These pressure signals did not rise significantly above the noise level in all experiments. Furthermore, the signals produced by gas pocket oscillation were at least 3 orders of magnitude less powerful than those produced in thc first experiments discussed above. There, strong pressure fluctuations were caused by rapid formation, coalescence, and expansion of slug bubbles and by turbulent mixing of liquid and gas. We conclude that these processes are the dominant sources of volcanic tremor, rather than the much less powerful oscillation of trapped gas pockets. was more gradual, whereas when it is preceded by lava effusion, gas was released rather catastrophically to form a supplied slug.
Eruption Phenomena
Our experiments provide no a priori characteristic to relate the eruption style to a certain source mechanism (process of gas release or generation) of the separated two-phase flow in the conduit. Dedicated experiments would be needed to identify distinguishing features, such as perhaps differences in the grain size distributions resulting from the different fragmentation mechanisms.
Conclusions
Our experimental study complements earlier analyses of homogeneous two-phase flow in basaltic volcanic conduits [Wilson and Head, 1981 ] by considering separated two-phase flow phenomena. Scaling of the experiments allows to apply our results to basaltic eruptions when natural complexities at a given volcano are adequately considered.
Single gas slugs can form in a volcanic conduit by sudden release or generation (e.g., by water vaporization) of a limited gas volume. The ascent velocity of single gas slugs then lies in the transitional regime at 0.1 < Frø-5< 0.345. Ascent velocity is independent of decompressional slug growth during ascent but depends on liquid viscosity and weakly on the gas mass contained in a slug. The static magma level in the conduit has to reach the vent exit to produce significant Stromboliantype eruptions from single slug ascent. A steady gas release into the conduit at moderate rates breaks up into the slug flow regime, where liquid trapped between periodic gas slugs is carried upward and ejected as the bubbles burst at the conduit exit. Eruptions due to single-slug ascent occur irregularly in time, in contrast to rhythmical Stromboli0n-like eruptions that are due to slug flow. We therefore distinguish between sporadically pulsating lava fountains and periodically pulsating lava fountains. Backflow of liquid along the margins of gas slugs drives convection in the conduit. Liquid mixed with small bubbles, generated either in the turbulent wake of large slugs or during slug disruption at the surface, is thereby transferred into deeper regions of the conduit. Such processes may significantly modify bubble size distributions in the resulting volcanic rocks.
A supplied slug forms when a large volume of gas (greater than the conduit volume) is suddenly released into the conduit and remains connected to, and fed from, its gas reservoir throughout its ascent. Supplied slugs reach much higher velocities (Frø-5=0.15-1.6 in the experiments) than unsupplied slugs. No backflow of liquid takes place, and overlying magma is driven effusively out of the conduit until the slug cap bursts at the surface and the supplied slug collapses to a highly turbulent two-phase flow in the conduit.
Turbulent annular flow generates quasi-steady lava fountains in which the mass ratio of liquid to gas is lower than in the slug flow and is controlled by the transport capacity of the gas stream. The mass ratio can decrease with time even at constant gas flux when the friction-controlled supply rate of liquid cannot keep pace with the eruption rate of liquid. Annular flow can form either by increasing the gas supply rate above the range for slug flow, or by collapse of supplied slugs. In both cases, the transition to annular flow involves a change from the hydrostatic to the much lower dynamic pressure gradient, reducing pressure in the reservoir and promoting further degassing of the magma which may maintain fountaining activity until the gas reservoir is exhausted.
In general, the erupted mass ratio of magma to gas depends on the rheology of the magma, the flow regime in the conduit, viscous friction in the plumbing system, and the mixing time of magma and gas during ascent and eruption. Our results are not apparently sensitive to conduit shape and roughness. 
